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ABSTRACT 
This document addresses the use of NetApp® Snapshot™ technology as a method of capturing Oracle® 
backups in light of Oracle’s recent announcement of official support for using third-party snapshot 
technologies to create crash-consistent images without backup mode. Using the consistency group 
feature of Data ONTAP®, customers can capture cross-volume Snapshot copies that preserve write 
ordering, which is crash consistent and can be used to create recoverable backup images. This 
document also contains NetApp’s best practices for Oracle Databases to prevent blocks from fracturing 
in the I/O infrastructure. 
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In the past, the three mainstream and supported methods of backup for Oracle have been offline/cold 
backup, RMAN backup, and online/hot backup. Online/hot backup is often used in conjunction with 
third-party copy utilities and requires that the database is placed in backup mode to provide a consistent 
and recoverable backup image. 

Recently, Oracle announced the official support for using third-party snapshot technologies to create 
crash-consistent images without backup mode that can be used as a backup, restore, and recovery 
option. This announcement is a breakthrough for customers who would like to leverage the efficiency of 
NetApp Snapshot technology to create backup images without the burden of placing the database in 
backup mode, all while maintaining the full support of Oracle. 

For a crash-consistent image to be supported by Oracle, third-party snapshot technology must meet 
certain requirements, and the recovery process must follow one of the three recommended restore and 
recovery options described in My Oracle Support (MOS) note 604683.1: 

• Point-in-time copy of the database 
• Full database recovery with zero data loss 

• Point-in-time database recovery 

MOS note 604683.1 states that third-party snapshot technology must meet the following requirements: 

• Database must be crash consistent at the point of the snapshot. 
• Write ordering must be preserved for each file within a snapshot. 

NetApp provides a consistency group (CG) feature within Data ONTAP that can be used to capture 
crash-consistent Snapshot copies. When Oracle data files are stored on multiple volumes and storage 
systems, using CG enables you to create a consistent Snapshot copy of all volumes involved. A 
Snapshot copy created with consistency group preserves write ordering across participating volumes, 
which means that the Snapshot copy itself becomes a crash-consistent image of the source database. 

The CG feature of NetApp storage can be easily used with a set of APIs. The CG feature is also 
embedded in other NetApp solutions such as SnapDrive®, SnapManager®, and SnapCreator. 

2 INTRODUCTION 
In most database environments, backup and recovery are critical and integral elements of database 
administration. Data can be administered and maintained inside databases, but it cannot be protected 
from the impact of user errors, hardware or software failures, or natural disasters without valid backup 
and recovery mechanisms. 

Backup of Oracle Databases can be provided by application-based, host-based, or storage-based 
solutions. Some of the more common methods include RMAN (Oracle’s Recovery Manager), cold 
(offline) backups, or online hot backups. 

Storage system technology has advanced to the point where it is routine and inexpensive to create 
consistent point-in-time images of terabyte data stores. The simplicity of creating snapshots has 
encouraged many users to exploit their potential as an alternative means of creating backups of an 
Oracle Database.  

Oracle administrators would like to have the ability to create an online snapshot (point-in-time copy) of a 
database without placing the database in backup mode. Some database administrators find the 
requirement to enter hot backup mode onerous or impossible. Creating a point-in time copy of an online 
Oracle Database when it is not in backup mode creates an image indistinguishable from the image of a 
crashed Oracle Database. Without physical corruption or other major failures, Oracle can automatically 
recover and restart a crashed Oracle Database image. Thus, the term given to an online, nonbackup 
mode copy of the database image is crash-consistent image. 
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This document describes:  

• What the requirements are for creating crash-consistent images that are usable as a backup 
• How to use NetApp Snapshot technology to create crash-consistent images 

2.1 AUDIENCE 
This guide is for NetApp customers using an Oracle Database in their production environment on 
NetApp storage. This includes database administrators, data center managers, sales engineers (SEs), 
consulting sales engineers (CSEs), professional services engineers (PSEs), professional services 
consultants (PSCs), contracted delivery partners (CDPs), and channel partner engineers.  

The reader is assumed to have no or limited knowledge of Oracle backup and recovery. 

2.2 SCOPE 
The focus of this document is on implementing crash-consistent Snapshot technology as a backup and 
recovery method for Oracle Databases. The use of crash-consistent Snapshot technology with remote 
replication (SnapMirror®) is addressed but is limited to asynchronous mode. 

3 BACKUP BASICS 
The term backup refers to a copy or representation of the data at a point in time that can be used to 
reconstruct or recover the original data after failures or unexpected data loss. Backups can be classified 
as physical or logical backups.  

• A physical backup generally refers to copies of the physical database files and is usually the 
primary method of backing up databases.  

• A logical backup typically involves the use of export or SQL command to extract the definition and 
content of Oracle objects such as tables, views, and users. Logical backups are typically used to 
supplement physical backups. 

3.1 CONSISTENT AND INCONSISTENT BACKUPS 
Physical backups can further be categorized as either consistent or inconsistent. 

By Oracle’s definition, a consistent backup is one in which the control files and data files are stamped 
or checkpointed with the same system change number (SCN), so all changes in the redo logs are 
reflected in the data files at the time of the backup. In other words, the database and its data files are in 
a transaction-consistent state. Such a condition is only possible if the backup is created after the 
database has been properly shut down. 
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Figure 1) Whole database backup options by Oracle. 

A backup is considered inconsistent if it is created while the database is open. An inconsistent backup 
contains changes in the online redo logs that have not yet been applied to the data files. A “closed, 
inconsistent” backup in either ARCHIVELOG or NOARCHIVELOG mode is of little value. If the database 
is being shut down to capture the backup, then that shutdown should be clean. A backup after a 
SHUTDOWN ABORT command is not meaningful since it is really the “open, inconsistent” backup. 

One main difference between these two backup types concerns recovery. A consistent full database 
backup can be restored without requiring any recovery actions since the data was in a transaction-
consistent state at the time of backup. An inconsistent backup is usually restored and then immediately 
recovered by applying redo and archive logs to bring the database to a consistent point. 

Creating a fully consistent backup requires shutting down the database. Most databases do not have 
maintenance windows that are long enough and frequent enough to make routine use of fully consistent 
backups. Instead, most database administrators architect and implement a system of inconsistent 
backups. These backups can provide a full and complete backup strategy when used with proper 
recovery mechanisms. 

3.2 ACCEPTABLE BACKUP METHODS 
Oracle supports both RMAN backup and user-managed backup. Backups that do not involve the use of 
RMAN are considered user-managed backups, which often rely on operating system utilities, storage-
based solutions, or third-party software. 

Oracle supports three common options for creating usable backups: 

• Offline/cold backup 
• RMAN backup  
• Online/hot backup 

OFFLINE/COLD BACKUP 

An offline/cold backup is when the database is shut down cleanly and remains closed while the backup 
is created, creating a fully consistent backup. This backup method makes sure that all control files and 
data files are consistent to the same point in time with the same SCN and that the restore requires no 
additional recovery. 

An offline full database backup is consistent if the database is shut down normally using the NORMAL, 
IMMEDIATE, or TRANSACTIONAL options. If the database is not closed properly, such as when an 
instance fails or a SHUTDOWN ABORT command is issued, then the database’s data files might be 
inconsistent. 
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A consistent whole database backup is the only valid backup option for databases running in 
NOARCHIVELOG mode. It is also a valid backup option for databases operating in ARCHIVELOG 
mode. If an offline backup is performed and the database is in ARCHIVELOG mode, then the user still 
has the option of applying archived logs to bring the database up to date from the time the backup was 
created. 

Regardless of a backup being online or offline, point-in-time recovery is only available when the 
database is enabled with ARCHIVELOG mode. 

RMAN BACKUP 

Recovery Manager (RMAN) is an integrated backup and recovery tool provided with the Oracle 
Database software. It is a client/server application that uses database server sessions to perform 
backup and recovery. It stores metadata about its operations in the control file of the target database or 
in a recovery catalog. 

RMAN can be used to provide full or incremental backups. As an Oracle product, RMAN offers several 
advantages over traditional backup methods: 

• Integrates to work directly with the Oracle server processes 
• Automates backup and recovery by keeping track of data files and backups 
• Provides block-level corruption detection during backup and restore (checksums are computed for 

each block during a backup) 
• Enables incremental backups to be performed (where only blocks that have changed since a prior 

backup will be captured) 
• Maintains pertinent information on database schemas, backup sets, backup history, files, and 

configurations using a central repository 
• Offers block-level recovery 
• Allows parallelization of backup and restore 
• Performs backup without requiring the database to be in backup mode (when a fractured Oracle 

block is detected, RMAN will reread the block until it gets a consistent read) 

RMAN backup should not be confused with RMAN Proxy Copy. In RMAN Proxy Copy, the media 
manager, and not RMAN, is responsible for managing the data transfer between the media storage 
device and disks during backup and recovery operations. 

RMAN Proxy Copy does execute internal backup mode equivalence by silently placing tablespaces in 
special backup mode. Unlike a regular RMAN procedure, Proxy Copy mode has the media manager 
reading the data files instead of the Oracle server processes. All read and write operations are based on 
the media manager block size and not Oracle block size. Even though the media manager is 
responsible for reading data files during RMAN Proxy Copy backup, it does utilize a special form of hot 
backup mode to protect against fractured blocks. 

ONLINE/HOT BACKUP 

Online backup, sometimes referred to as “open backup,” is a backup created while the database is open 
and active. 

When an online whole database backup is performed through user-managed backup methods (non-
RMAN), Oracle absolutely requires placing the database in backup mode to be able to resolve any 
blocks that might become fractured. 

A fractured block results when either DBWR foreground processes could be writing to the block that is 
being read concurrently by the backup utility (direct writes bypass the buffer cache and are done by 
foreground processes). This can result in the backup utility capturing a partially updated block, also 
known as a fractured block. If the backup is later restored for recovery, then the fractured block is 
unusable, and therefore the recovery on the block will fail. 

Oracle uses backup mode to manage fractured blocks. When a database or tablespace is placed in 
backup mode, a change in the data block results in an entire before-change image of the block to be 
recorded in the redo logs and not just the changed bytes of the block. By having the complete image of 
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the block before the change, Oracle can reconstruct the block if it finds that the block is fractured during 
media recovery. This also explains the increased activities on the redo and archive logs when the 
database or tablespace is in backup mode. 

Backup mode has another important effect. It causes the data file header to be frozen with the 
checkpoint SCN at the beginning of backup mode and remains frozen with that SCN until the database 
or tablespace is removed from backup mode. This is designed by Oracle to circumvent the possibility of 
the backup utility reading the block contents before the header because Oracle cannot guarantee that 
the third-party backup tool will copy the file header prior to copying the block. 

In contrast, online RMAN backup does not require the database to be in backup mode. As mentioned 
previously, RMAN understands the format of an Oracle block and therefore is capable of verifying and 
making sure that a block is complete before it is written to the backup. In case of a fractured or 
incomplete block, RMAN will read the block again to obtain a consistent image before the block is 
recorded in the backup copy. In addition, RMAN has the knowledge of the correct order to read the 
blocks and file headers, which allow it to capture a known good checkpoint for the files. Thus, it does 
not require the file header checkpoint to be frozen. 

3.3 ANATOMY OF BACKUP MODE 
When implementing user-managed backup and recovery of online databases, it is essential to 
understand the characteristics and internal working of backup mode to design a correct and valid 
backup strategy. 

Online backup mode can be initiated at the tablespace or database level. Beginning with Oracle 10g, 
the BEGIN BACKUP command can be applied to the whole database. For example: 

SQL> ALTER DATABASE … BEGIN BACKUP; 
SQL> ALTER DATABASE … END BACKUP; 
 
SQL> ALTER TABLESPACE … BEGIN BACKUP; 
SQL> ALTER TABLESPACE … END BACKUP; 

Let’s examine the behind-the-scene events that take place during BEGIN BACKUP and END BACKUP. 

Table 1) Backup mode events. 

Event Description 

BEGIN BACKUP is initiated The hot backup flag in the data file headers is set to help identify that the 
data file is a hot backup copy. 
All data file headers are updated (read and written) to record the new 
checkpoint. This marks the point where, if recovery is later required, no 
redo generated prior to this checkpoint will be applied. 
BEGIN BACKUP completes only when the checkpoint is executed. 

During backup mode The data file header is stamped and frozen with the checkpoint SCN at 
the beginning of backup mode. During a database or data file restore, 
Oracle will start the recovery at this SCN to apply archived redo logs. 
Further checkpoints do not update the data file header SCN. 
Note: Even though Oracle stops updating data file headers during backup 
mode, it continues to write to the data files. 
Each initial change to a block in the buffer cache will lead to a full block 
image (before change) to be recorded in the redo log as well as in the 
changed bytes. This allows fractured blocks, if any, to be corrected during 
recovery. 
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Event Description 

END BACKUP is issued The hot backup flag in the data file headers is unset, and the logging of 
block images is stopped. 
A record that marks the end of backup is written to the redo logs. This 
makes sure that if recovery is needed, it cannot stop the recovery and 
open the database at any point before the end backup marker. 
The data file checkpoints are advanced to the database checkpoint (data 
file header SCN is updated with the current database SCN). 

 

During backup mode, updates continue to be made to the data files while the backup operation is in 
progress. As a result, the backup could be capturing a “fuzzy” copy of the data file where some blocks 
might be ahead in time versus other blocks and some might contain updates by transactions that are 
later rolled back. The fuzziness is corrected when the backup is restored and media recovery is 
performed. The process of media recovery involves applying the redo logs from the checkpoint SCN 
that was captured at BEGIN BACKUP through to the endpoint of the recovery operation. 

When all necessary redos have been applied, uncommitted transactions are then rolled back to create a 
version of the data file which is considered transaction consistent.  

PREREQUISITES OF BACKUP MODE 

The following conditions must exist in order for the backup mode to be valid: 

• The database is in ARCHIVELOG mode. 
• All archived redo logs since the last backup are available when the database must be recovered. 

BUGS AND FIXES RELATED TO BACKUP MODE 

At the time of writing this document (June 2010), there were two key known bugs related to the 
performance of backup mode. 

Table 2) Known bugs for backup mode. 

Bug Number and Title Description 

Bug 8426848: DATABASE 
BEGIN/END BACKUP IS 
SLOW 

DATABASE BEGIN BACKUP and DATABASE END BACKUP 
operations can take a long time when there is a large number of data 
files. This bug was discovered in an environment running 11.1.0.6 with 
20,000 data files where DATABASE BEGIN BACKUP takes 15 minutes 
and END BACKUP takes 45 minutes. 
The bug is fixed in 11.2 with a backport for 11.1.0.7. DATABASE 
BEGIN/END BACKUP now uses asynchronous data file header 
read/write (as opposed to previously synchronous operation). 

Bug 5092032: ALTER 
TABLESPACE…BEGIN 
BACKUP in 9i slow with large 
buffer cache 

The execution time of alter tablespace ... begin backup is 
directly proportional to the buffer cache size and number of files in a 
tablespace. 
Versions earlier than 10.1.0.2 are believed to be affected. Versions 
confirmed as being affected are 9.2.0.7 and 9.2.0.8. It is fixed in 10.1. 
Patches are available for 9.2.0.8, 9.2.0.7, and 9.2.0.6. 
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4 ORACLE FILE BASICS 
Developing a sound backup strategy is crucial, but that is only one part of the equation. The ability to 
execute the correct recovery procedures to restore and recover the needed data is as just important. 
Having a basic understanding of the structure and purpose of certain Oracle files, such as the control 
file, data files, and log files, can improve the management of backup and recovery. 

4.1 CONTROL FILE 
A control file reflects the structure of a database at particular points in time. It contains the checkpoint 
information, names of log files and data files, header information of the files, and log sequence number, 
which are all very important for recovery purposes. 

Overall, a control file is critical to the operation of the database. Without it, the database cannot be 
mounted or opened. 

The following data file information is stored in the control file: 

• Name of data files with exact paths 
• File sizes 
• Block sizes (Oracle block size) 
• Whether the data file is online or offline 
• Whether the data file was taken offline automatically or not 
• Whether the data file belongs to the system tablespace or not 
• Entry for each data file giving an SCN when the tablespace was taken offline 

The following log file information is stored in the control file: 

• Names of log files with exact path 
• File sizes 
• Block sizes (O/S block size) 
• SCNs 
• Whether the file has been archived 

4.2 DATA FILE 
Data files contain data structures such as tables and indexes. 

The following key information is stored in a data file header: 

• Checkpoint structure that specifies the point in each enabled instance’s redo stream where 
recovery must start 

• Whether online backup in progress 

4.3 LOG FILE 
Redo logs are absolutely crucial for recovery as Oracle uses the redo logs to record all changes made 
to the database. During recovery, Oracle relies on the recent changes recorded in the online redo logs 
to reconstruct what was lost. 

The following key information is stored in a log file header: 

• Log sequence numbers 
• Archival information 
• Range of redo SCNs 
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5 FAILURE AND RECOVERY TYPES 
There are two types of failure and recovery: instance and media. 

5.1 INSTANCE FAILURE 
Instance failure is usually associated with a hardware, software, or system failure that prevents an 
instance from continuing to operate. It might be the result of a CPU failure, an operating system failure, 
a power outage, failure of one of the Oracle background processes, or a failure to access a required 
database file when the file is not lost or damaged. 

5.2 INSTANCE RECOVERY 
Instance recovery is automatic and is handled by Oracle when the user restarts the crashed or failed 
instance. Instance recovery in RAC is automatically done by a surviving instance when some instance 
dies. Instance recovery involves two steps: 

1. Rolling forward data that has not been recorded in the database, yet has been recorded in the 
online redo log, including the contents of rollback segments 

2. Rolling back transactions that have been explicitly rolled back or have not been committed 
(information in the rollback segments is applied to undo changes made by uncommitted 
transactions to the data blocks) 

Instance recovery also releases any resources held by transactions in process at the time of the failure. 
Instance recovery is not necessary if the database has been shut down normally. 

5.3 MEDIA FAILURE 
Media failure is usually more severe than instance failure. Media failure can result from a hardware, 
software, or system failure that prevents access (reading and writing) to database files that are required 
to operate the database. Media failures occur when there is a loss of the control file, database files, or 
redo log files. 

5.4 MEDIA RECOVERY 
In contrast to the automatic nature of instance/crash recovery, media recovery requires administrator 
interaction and is usually executed on a user command. 

In media recovery, online or archived redo logs are used to make a restored backup current or to bring 
a database to a consistent state at a specific point in time. Media recovery can restore the whole 
database, a tablespace, or a data file and recover them to a specified time.  

To perform media recovery, the database must be operating in ARCHIVELOG mode. In addition, there 
must be a backup of the data files, archived logs, and the current control file. 

Media recovery can further be categorized as complete or incomplete. 

COMPLETE RECOVERY 

Complete recovery involves using redo data or incremental backups combined with a valid backup of a 
database, tablespace, or data file in order to update it to the most current point in time. It is called 
“complete” because Oracle applies all of the redo changes contained in the archived and online logs to 
the backup. 

Complete recovery can be performed on a database, tablespace, or data file. 

INCOMPLETE RECOVERY 

Incomplete recovery, often referred to as point-in-time recovery, uses a backup to recreate a noncurrent 
version of the database. The backup is restored and is recovered by applying a subset of the redo 
records generated after the backup to get to a point in time or specific SCN.  
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An incomplete recovery of the whole database is usually required in the following situations: 

• Data loss caused by user errors 
• Missing archived redo log, which prevents complete recovery 
• Physical loss or corruption of online redo logs 
• No access to current control file 

When performing incomplete recovery, the types of media recovery in Table 3 are available. 

Table 3) Incomplete recovery types. 

Type of Recovery Function 

Time-based recovery Recovers the data up to a specified point in time. 

Cancel-based recovery Recovers until you issue the CANCEL statement (not available when using 
Recovery Manager). 

Change-based recovery Recovers until the specified SCN. 

Log sequence recovery Recovers until the specified log sequence number (only available when 
using Recovery Manager). 
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6 CRASH-CONSISTENT IMAGES 
Hot backup mode simplifies the process of creating an image of a database that is usable as a backup. 
However, when a database is in backup mode: 

• Additional block images are logged and increased redo activities occur, making backup mode 
recommended for off-hour operation. 

• Complete database checkpoint is required (flushing of buffer cache and redo buffer). 
• There is increased complexity during the backup operation as steps are taken to coordinate and to 

transition tablespaces in and out of backup mode. However, if ALTER DATABASE BEGIN/END 
BACKUP is used, then the complexity associated with coordinating tablespace transitions is 
eliminated. 

Some customers would like to have the ability to capture a backup of an online database without 
requiring the database to be in backup mode. In such a circumstance, the backup copy (if implemented 
correctly) will be technically equivalent to an image of a crashed database. That is, it is in a state similar 
to an image of an Oracle Database that has experienced an abrupt power loss, a server crash, or a 
shutdown abort. Such images are described as crash consistent.  

When an instance fails or crashes, the data in the buffers of the SGA are not written to the data files, 
and a special flag in the control file is not set to indicate that it was a normal shutdown. Therefore, when 
a crash image is started, it triggers an automatic crash recovery to be performed by Oracle where the 
necessary redo contents are applied. This process brings the data files to a transaction-consistent state 
by rolling back uncommitted transactions and preserving all committed changes up to the point when 
the instance failed. A crash-consistent image without physical corruption can be reliably started and 
recovered by Oracle’s automatic crash recovery operation. 

A crash-consistent image, just like a regular backup image, can be restored and rolled forward by 
applying current online redo logs and archived logs. The general mistakes that are often made in 
dealing with crash-consistent backups is that redo logs are restored on top of existing redo logs. There 
is never a need to restore redo logs. To recover using a crash-consistent image, retain the current 
online redo logs and control files and restore only the data files. 

Possible scenarios that might consider the use of a crash-consistent image: 

• A data warehouse or decision support system where capturing real-time transaction is not required 
or lost transactions can be easily regenerated (such as reload data from external sources) 

• Requirements that call for rapid cloning of the database to be used for other less critical purposes 
(dev/test, reporting) where having up-to-date transactions is not a requirement 

• Environments that do not prefer the use of backup mode 
• Backup copy for secondary environment (such as DR) 

Customers who consider the use of crash-consistent images should understand the potential 
implications associated with a crash image, such as: 

• A crash-consistent image might result in some data being discarded (uncommitted data is rolled 
back during crash recovery). 

• A backup image might not be recovered to a point in time if there are no current control files, 
current online redo logs, and archived logs. 

• Longer recoveries might be required during a media recovery operation, as it might be necessary to 
identify the minimum consistent SCN in order to perform change-based recovery. 
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6.1 IS CRASH-CONSISTENT IMAGE SUPPORTED BY ORACLE AS A FORM OF 
BACKUP? 

In the past, Oracle did not support or recommend the use of a snapshot copy created of an online active 
database without the database or tablespaces being put in backup mode. The risk was thought to be 
the danger of mixing old archive logs with current archive logs, which can lead to data corruption or 
potentially destroy the production database. 

With the increasing adoption of storage snapshot technology and other third-party snapshot tools by 
Oracle customers for managing backup, restore, and recovery operations, many customers insist on 
having the ability to: 

• Capture the snapshot of their database without having to place the database or tablespaces in 
backup mode 

• Restore the database snapshot and recover the database to a consistent state 

Recognizing such demand, Oracle has recently announced the official support of using third-party 
snapshot technology for creating a full database snapshot without requiring the database to be in 
backup mode. This official statement of support is well documented in My Oracle Support (MOS) note 
604683.1 along with the required prerequisites and recommended practice for recovery. 

6.2 IMPLICATIONS OF MY ORACLE SUPPORT (MOS) NOTE 604683.1 
My Oracle Support (MOS) note 604683.11

In order for Oracle to provide support, certain conditions must be met. Many of those conditions are 
riding on the third-party snapshot technology. 

 means that customers who would like to implement the 
practice of creating a snapshot of an online database without going through backup mode can do so if 
they meet the prerequisites described. As MOS note 604683.1 delivers Oracle’s approval, customers 
not only get support for deploying crash-consistent snapshots in production, but they now have clear 
guidelines and best practices that they can depend on. 

According to MOS note 604683.1, the snapshot of an online database not in backup mode can be 
deemed valid and supported if and only if all of the following requirements are strictly satisfied: 

• Oracle’s recommended restore and recovery operations are followed. 
• Database is crash consistent at the point of the snapshot. 
• Write ordering is preserved for each file within a snapshot. 

We shall examine the context and meaning of these three requirements, one by one: 

6.3 REQUIREMENT 1: FOLLOW ORACLE’S RECOMMENDED RESTORE AND 
RECOVERY OPERATIONS 

Oracle has outlined specific steps in the MOS note as the recommended approach for performing 
recovery of a full database snapshot created without backup mode (assuming the snapshot copy also 
meets the other two requirements in section 6.2). 

Depending on the availability of current control files, current online redo logs, and current archived logs, 
the options available for recovery are: 

• Point-in-time copy of the database 
• Full database recovery with zero data loss 
• Point-in-time database recovery 

                                                      
1 Titled “Supported Backup, Restore and Recovery Operations using Third Party Snapshot Technologies.” 
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Figure 2) Options for recovery using snapshot copies without backup mode. 

Figure 2 describes the various options for recovery when using snapshot without the database in 
backup mode. A point-in-time copy of the database can be restored if the snapshot includes control 
files, data files, redo log files, and archived log files. If current control files, redo log files, and archived 
log files are available, then one can use the snapshot of the data files to restore and recover the 
database to the current time or to some specified point of time. 

POINT-IN-TIME COPY OF THE DATABASE 

When the goal is to provide a point-in-time copy of the database, the following are required: 

• The snapshot must contain all data files, control files, and online redo logs captured at a point in 
time (together they look like a crash image of a database). 

• When the full backup snapshot is restored (which consists of all the data files, control files, and 
online redo logs), and the instance is restarted, automatic crash recovery will be performed. 

Upon completion of crash recovery, the database will be transaction consistent, up to the last redo 
commit of the snapshot copy. After the database is opened, no future redo logs beyond this snapshot 
can be applied. 

As the backup snapshot represents a database image at some point in the past and it is now restored 
for operation, an open resetlogs operation is recommended to avoid potential mixing of existing 
archive logs and new archive logs. 

The open resetlogs command causes the following actions: 

• Archive the current online redo logs and then erase the contents of the online redo logs, resetting 
the log sequence number to 1. 

• Reinitialize the control file metadata about online redo logs and redo threads. 
• Update all current data files, online redo logs, and all subsequent archived redo logs with a new 

RESETLOGS SCN and time stamp. 

The purpose of executing a resetlogs is to prevent users from corrupting the data files due to 
accidentally applying old archived logs. Oracle will not apply an archived log to a data file unless the 
RESETLOGS SCN and time stamps match. By invoking resetlogs, the data files, online redo logs, and 
archived logs get the new SCN and time stamp. Therefore, any old archived logs which are prior to the 
RESETLOGS event can never be used on the data files. 
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To create a new resetlog ID for the database, perform the following steps: 

1. SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE 

2. STARTUP MOUNT 

3. RECOVER DATABASE UNTIL CANCEL 

4. ALTER DATABASE OPEN RESETLOGS; 

FULL DATABASE RECOVERY WITH ZERO DATA LOSS 

Full database recovery up to the current time is possible if we have access to all current control files, 
current redo logs, and current archived logs. 

1. Restore the snapshot of only the data files. Do not overwrite the current control files, current redo 
logs, and current archived logs. 

2. After restoring the snapshot, issue the RECOVER AUTOMATIC DATABASE command. This 
instructs Oracle to perform automatic media recovery by applying all the associated archived logs 
and online redo logs. 

3. When media recovery completes and has applied current redo logs, the database then can be 
opened for operation with ALTER DATABASE OPEN command. 

This method requires extra caution when restoring the snapshot copy. Avoid restoring control files, 
online redo logs, and archived redo logs from backup and overwriting the current copies. 

POINT-IN-TIME DATABASE RECOVERY 

Similar to the full database recovery option, a point-in-time database recovery requires the presence of 
all current control files, current online redo logs, and archived logs. These are necessary to bring the 
database to a consistent state at a point in time after the snapshot was created. 

1. Restore the snapshot of the data files. Do not overwrite current online redo logs and control files. 
2. Mount the database.  

STARTUP MOUNT 

3. Identify the minimum database SCN required for the database to be consistent by running the 
@scandatafile script.  

This script is provided by Oracle, and its contents are documented in “Scripts Reference” on page 
44. The output should be in the format below: 
SQL> @scandatafile  
File 1 absolute fuzzy scn = 861391  
File 2 absolute fuzzy scn = 0  
File 3 absolute fuzzy scn = 0  
File 4 absolute fuzzy scn = 0  
Minimum PITR SCN = 861391  
 
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

4. If the minimum point-in-time recovery (minimum PITR) SCN is zero, then the database is consistent 
and does not require further recovery. It then can be opened. 

5. If minimum PITR SCN is not zero, the database needs to be recovered up to that SCN in order for 
the database to be consistent. Use one of the two commands: 

RECOVER AUTOMATIC DATABASE UNTIL CHANGE [Minimum PITR SCN or higher]  

or 

ALTER DATABASE RECOVER DATABASE UNTIL CHANGE [Minimum PITR SCN or higher] 

This allows Oracle to apply the relevant online redo logs and archived logs. 

6. When recovery is brought to a consistent SCN, open the database.  

ALTER DATABASE OPEN RESETLOGS 
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Note: A RESETLOGS is required after any incomplete media recovery. Since we are performing a 
database recovery to a point in time and not to the current time (not a full database recovery), it is 
considered an incomplete recovery. 

6.4 REQUIREMENT 2: DATABASE IS CRASH CONSISTENT AT THE POINT OF THE 
SNAPSHOT COPY 

A crash-consistent image is equivalent to or consistent with a copy of a database image after the 
database instance, server, or storage system has crashed. 

When a checkpoint or snapshot is created by the storage system, OS utility, or user without any 
coordination with the source application (such as when a snapshot is created of an active database 
without it being in hot backup mode), the resulting snapshot is usually not crash consistent unless the 
copy utility has the capability to capture a consistent image across multiple volumes or storage systems. 

If a database has all of its files (control files, data files, online redo logs, and archived logs) contained 
within a single NetApp volume, then the task is straightforward. A Snapshot copy of that single volume 
will provide a crash-consistent copy. 

However, when a database resides on multiple volumes, achieving a snapshot that is crash consistent 
requires coordination across the volumes to make sure that the set of volume snapshots are consistent 
with each other. 

NetApp consistency groups provide the required coordination. The details on how NetApp consistency 
groups provide crash consistency and write-order fidelity will be discussed in subsequent sections. 

6.5 REQUIREMENT 3: WRITE ORDERING IS PRESERVED FOR EACH FILE WITHIN A 
SNAPSHOT COPY 

Many transaction-based applications, such as Oracle, require that updates and writes are applied in 
some particular sequence. Maintaining the write order in a backup copy will allow the application to 
recover correctly from the backup. 

A write-order consistent image is one that represents a point in time such that all write operations 
completed by the storage system prior to that point are captured by the image; no write operation begun 
after that point in time is captured in the image. 

The write-ordering requirement is the result of the log write-ahead implementation in Oracle. Oracle 
strictly requires that redo records associated with changed buffer data are written to the redo logs 
before the change itself is recorded in the data files. Oracle will not write to the data files until the redo 
records are successfully written to the redo log files. 

Another case of write ordering that Oracle requires is within a file (log file or data file). Writes to the file 
header block are sometimes strictly ordered with respect to writes to the body of the file. For example, 
the log file header is updated after the last write to the log is completed and Oracle is switching out of 
that log file. 

Oracle’s recovery mechanisms rely heavily on write ordering for correct operation. Attempting to recover 
from an image that was not write-order consistent might fail or corrupt the database. 

6.6 HOW DOES NETAPP PROVIDE CRASH CONSISTENCY AND WRITE ORDERING 
IN OUR SNAPSHOT TECHNOLOGY? 

Crash-consistent NetApp Snapshot copies are created using the consistency group feature of NetApp 
storage systems. The premise of consistency group is to maintain write ordering across all the volumes 
for dependent writes. This critical premise must be fully guaranteed; otherwise, the backup Snapshot 
copy would most likely be unusable and unrecoverable by Oracle. 

Consistency group can create a checkpoint that maintains write ordering for successive dependent write 
operations issued by Oracle (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3) Consistency group preserving the write order. 

In Figure 3, Oracle is writing to LOGS and DATA volumes, which are part of a consistency group CG(d). 
Assume that Oracle issues two dependent writes, W(d) and W(d+1), in the given sequence to LOGS and 
DATA volumes, respectively. The requirement for preserving crash consistency by the consistency 
group Snapshot copy must result in one of the following three outcomes for Snapshot copy S(d): 

• If W(d+1) is in S(d), then W(d) MUST be in S(d) 
• W(d) is in S(d), W(d+1) is not 
• If W(d) is NOT in S(d), W(d+1) MUST NOT BE in S(d) 

The one state that is illegal and must not be allowed to occur is: 

NOT W(d), W(d+1) 

Further, assume that Oracle issues another write W(d+2) which is not dependent on either W(d) or W(d+1). 
For instance, W(d+2) might be issued by a separate and concurrent independent thread. There are no 
requirements for W(d+2) with respect to consistency. Therefore, W(d+2) might or might not be in the S(d) 
Snapshot copy. 

By preserving write-ordering across all volumes in a consistency group Snapshot copy, the Snapshot 
copy by nature will inherently also be crash consistent. 

For details on the architecture and working internals of consistency group, refer to “Consistency Group” 
on page 37. 
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7 CONSIDERATIONS FOR USING CRASH-CONSISTENT SNAPSHOT 
COPIES FOR BACKUP AND RECOVERY 

• While leveraging crash-consistent Snapshot copies as a backup and recovery option is possible, it 
should not replace the use of standard hot backup whenever backup mode can be applied. The use 
of backup mode is recommended by Oracle and is generally the best practice in user-managed 
backup and recovery operations. 

• Crash-consistent Snapshot copies should only be considered under special circumstances where 
the requirements restrict the use of standard backup methods (such as RMAN or hot backup). 

• Crash-consistent Snapshot copies can serve scenarios where there is a strict requirement on 
maintaining a low RPO. Achieving a low RPO requires Snapshot copies of the database and redo 
logs to be taken in frequent intervals, which makes it unsuitable to place a database in backup 
mode. 

• Limited recovery options are available when using crash-consistent Snapshot copies per MOS note 
604683.1. 

• If objects (tables and tablespaces) are in NOLOGGING mode and direct load/insert is used, then 
any NOLOGGING changes after the backup image is created cannot be recovered through media 
recovery. This is the expected behavior of NOLOGGING operations; media recovery attempted on 
blocks associated with NOLOGGING changes will lead to ORA-1578/ORA-26040-corrupted blocks 
by a NOLOGGING error. Such an outcome holds true regardless of the backup methods (RMAN, 
hot backup, or crash-consistent Snapshot copies). It is recommended to take crash-consistent 
Snapshot copies after the NOLOGGING load/insert operations are complete. 

• Databases or tablespaces do not need to be placed in backup mode. 
• Applications do not need to be suspended during the execution of crash-consistent Snapshot 

copies. 
• When the storage systems are under a very heavy load, the operation of capturing crash-consistent 

Snapshot copies might exceed timeout thresholds (urgent, medium, and relaxed). 

8 DATABASE RECOVERY USING CRASH-CONSISTENT SNAPSHOT 
COPIES 

This section demonstrates the use of consistency group for creating crash-consistent Snapshot copies 
and the key methods for recovering an Oracle Database using a crash-consistent image. 

The methods of recovery follow the recommendation outlined by MOS note 604683.1, which are: 

• Point-in-time copy of the database 
• Full database recovery with zero data loss 
• Point-in-time database recovery (based on SCN) 

See “Requirement 1: Follow Oracle’s Recommended Restore and Recovery Operations” on page 14 for 
a description of these methods. 

Since illustrating a crash-consistent image is primary, no application-coordinated Snapshot copy (no 
backup mode) will be used. To facilitate this demonstration, a lab environment was constructed to show 
the use of crash-consistent images and the application of recovery procedures. 
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8.1 LAB ENVIRONMENT 
The lab environment consists of the following (Figure 4): 

• 2-Node RAC cluster (Oracle 11GR2 and Red Hat Linux® 5.4) using ASM 
• 4 NetApp storage systems (2 x FAS3170 and 2 x FAS6030) running Data ONTAP 7.3.2 
• Oracle ASM 
• Fibre Channel protocol and Linux Multipathing 
• OLTP workload (similar to TPCC) 

 

 
Figure 4) Lab environment. 
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8.2 STORAGE AND VOLUME CONFIGURATION 
There are a total of 60 volumes distributed over four storage systems, resulting in 15 volumes per 
storage system. The reason behind having so many volumes and storage systems for a single 
environment is to provide a sufficiently rigorous test framework. 

 
Figure 5) Test framework. 

8.3 ASM DISK GROUPS 
The environment consists of the ASM disk groups described in Table 4, which belong to the OLTP 
database. 

Table 4) ASM disk groups. 

ASM Disk Group Volumes/Disks Profile 

+ARCH 4 Archived Logs 

+BASE 4 Base Tablespaces such as SYSTEM, SYSAUX, USERS, 
UNDOTBS1, UNDOTBS2 

+CONTROLFILE 4 Control Files 
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ASM Disk Group Volumes/Disks Profile 

+DATA 40 OLTP workload Tablespaces 

+REDO 4 Online Redo Logs 

+TEMP 4 Temporary Tablespaces 

For the purpose of demonstrating recovery procedures in the later part of this section, it is important to 
note that data files are contained within the +BASE and +DATA disk groups, whereas the control file, 
redo logs, archived logs, and temp tablespace are stored in the +CONTROLFILE, +REDO, +ARCH, and 
+TEMP disk groups, respectively. 

ASM DISK GROUPS AND DISKS REGISTERED BY ASM INSTANCE 

SQL> @listasmdisks.sql 
 
DG_Name      Disk# Disk_Name        Disk_Label       Disk_Path             Total MB Free MB 
------------ ----- ---------------- ---------------- --------------------- -------- ------- 
ARCH             0 C1_ARCH_VOL1     C1_ARCH_VOL1     ORCL:C1_ARCH_VOL1        15358   12713 
ARCH             1 C2_ARCH_VOL1     C2_ARCH_VOL1     ORCL:C2_ARCH_VOL1        15358   12720 
ARCH             2 C3_ARCH_VOL1     C3_ARCH_VOL1     ORCL:C3_ARCH_VOL1        15358   12719 
ARCH             3 C4_ARCH_VOL1     C4_ARCH_VOL1     ORCL:C4_ARCH_VOL1        15358   12718 
BASE             0 C1_BASE_VOL1     C1_BASE_VOL1     ORCL:C1_BASE_VOL1         6142     406 
BASE             1 C2_BASE_VOL1     C2_BASE_VOL1     ORCL:C2_BASE_VOL1         6142     404 
BASE             2 C3_BASE_VOL1     C3_BASE_VOL1     ORCL:C3_BASE_VOL1         6142     407 
BASE             3 C4_BASE_VOL1     C4_BASE_VOL1     ORCL:C4_BASE_VOL1         6142     408 
CONTROLFILE      0 C1_CRTLFILE_VOL1 C1_CRTLFILE_VOL1 ORCL:C1_CRTLFILE_VOL1      792     758 
CONTROLFILE      1 C2_CRTLFILE_VOL1 C2_CRTLFILE_VOL1 ORCL:C2_CRTLFILE_VOL1      792     760 
CONTROLFILE      2 C3_CRTLFILE_VOL1 C3_CRTLFILE_VOL1 ORCL:C3_CRTLFILE_VOL1      792     758 
CONTROLFILE      3 C4_CRTLFILE_VOL1 C4_CRTLFILE_VOL1 ORCL:C4_CRTLFILE_VOL1      792     760 
DATA             0 C1_DATA_VOL1     C1_DATA_VOL1     ORCL:C1_DATA_VOL1        38915   13257 
DATA             1 C1_DATA_VOL10    C1_DATA_VOL10    ORCL:C1_DATA_VOL10       38915   13254 
DATA             2 C1_DATA_VOL2     C1_DATA_VOL2     ORCL:C1_DATA_VOL2        38915   13258 
DATA             3 C1_DATA_VOL3     C1_DATA_VOL3     ORCL:C1_DATA_VOL3        38915   13258 
DATA             4 C1_DATA_VOL4     C1_DATA_VOL4     ORCL:C1_DATA_VOL4        38915   13258 
DATA             5 C1_DATA_VOL5     C1_DATA_VOL5     ORCL:C1_DATA_VOL5        38915   13259 
DATA             6 C1_DATA_VOL6     C1_DATA_VOL6     ORCL:C1_DATA_VOL6        38915   13258 
DATA             7 C1_DATA_VOL7     C1_DATA_VOL7     ORCL:C1_DATA_VOL7        38915   13261 
DATA             8 C1_DATA_VOL8     C1_DATA_VOL8     ORCL:C1_DATA_VOL8        38915   13256 
DATA             9 C1_DATA_VOL9     C1_DATA_VOL9     ORCL:C1_DATA_VOL9        38915   13261 
DATA            10 C2_DATA_VOL1     C2_DATA_VOL1     ORCL:C2_DATA_VOL1        38915   13257 
DATA            11 C2_DATA_VOL10    C2_DATA_VOL10    ORCL:C2_DATA_VOL10       38915   13259 
DATA            12 C2_DATA_VOL2     C2_DATA_VOL2     ORCL:C2_DATA_VOL2        38915   13261 
DATA            13 C2_DATA_VOL3     C2_DATA_VOL3     ORCL:C2_DATA_VOL3        38915   13254 
DATA            14 C2_DATA_VOL4     C2_DATA_VOL4     ORCL:C2_DATA_VOL4        38915   13255 
DATA            15 C2_DATA_VOL5     C2_DATA_VOL5     ORCL:C2_DATA_VOL5        38915   13259 
DATA            16 C2_DATA_VOL6     C2_DATA_VOL6     ORCL:C2_DATA_VOL6        38915   13258 
DATA            17 C2_DATA_VOL7     C2_DATA_VOL7     ORCL:C2_DATA_VOL7        38915   13261 
DATA            18 C2_DATA_VOL8     C2_DATA_VOL8     ORCL:C2_DATA_VOL8        38915   13258 
DATA            19 C2_DATA_VOL9     C2_DATA_VOL9     ORCL:C2_DATA_VOL9        38915   13255 
DATA            20 C3_DATA_VOL1     C3_DATA_VOL1     ORCL:C3_DATA_VOL1        38915   13258 
DATA            21 C3_DATA_VOL10    C3_DATA_VOL10    ORCL:C3_DATA_VOL10       38915   13263 
DATA            22 C3_DATA_VOL2     C3_DATA_VOL2     ORCL:C3_DATA_VOL2        38915   13259 
DATA            23 C3_DATA_VOL3     C3_DATA_VOL3     ORCL:C3_DATA_VOL3        38915   13260 
DATA            24 C3_DATA_VOL4     C3_DATA_VOL4     ORCL:C3_DATA_VOL4        38915   13257 
DATA            25 C3_DATA_VOL5     C3_DATA_VOL5     ORCL:C3_DATA_VOL5        38915   13259 
DATA            26 C3_DATA_VOL6     C3_DATA_VOL6     ORCL:C3_DATA_VOL6        38915   13262 
DATA            27 C3_DATA_VOL7     C3_DATA_VOL7     ORCL:C3_DATA_VOL7        38915   13262 
DATA            28 C3_DATA_VOL8     C3_DATA_VOL8     ORCL:C3_DATA_VOL8        38915   13255 
DATA            29 C3_DATA_VOL9     C3_DATA_VOL9     ORCL:C3_DATA_VOL9        38915   13255 
DATA            30 C4_DATA_VOL1     C4_DATA_VOL1     ORCL:C4_DATA_VOL1        38915   13261 
DATA            31 C4_DATA_VOL10    C4_DATA_VOL10    ORCL:C4_DATA_VOL10       38915   13261 
DATA            32 C4_DATA_VOL2     C4_DATA_VOL2     ORCL:C4_DATA_VOL2        38915   13257 
DATA            33 C4_DATA_VOL3     C4_DATA_VOL3     ORCL:C4_DATA_VOL3        38915   13261 
DATA            34 C4_DATA_VOL4     C4_DATA_VOL4     ORCL:C4_DATA_VOL4        38915   13260 
DATA            35 C4_DATA_VOL5     C4_DATA_VOL5     ORCL:C4_DATA_VOL5        38915   13262 
DATA            36 C4_DATA_VOL6     C4_DATA_VOL6     ORCL:C4_DATA_VOL6        38915   13259 
DATA            37 C4_DATA_VOL7     C4_DATA_VOL7     ORCL:C4_DATA_VOL7        38915   13260 
DATA            38 C4_DATA_VOL8     C4_DATA_VOL8     ORCL:C4_DATA_VOL8        38915   13254 
DATA            39 C4_DATA_VOL9     C4_DATA_VOL9     ORCL:C4_DATA_VOL9        38915   13261 
GRIDOCR          0 C3_OCR_VOL1      C3_OCR_VOL1      ORCL:C3_OCR_VOL1          1592    1379 
GRIDOCR          1 C4_OCR_VOL1      C4_OCR_VOL1      ORCL:C4_OCR_VOL1          1592    1407 
REDO             0 C1_REDO_VOL1     C1_REDO_VOL1     ORCL:C1_REDO_VOL1         3067    2647 
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REDO             1 C2_REDO_VOL1     C2_REDO_VOL1     ORCL:C2_REDO_VOL1         3067    2646 
REDO             2 C3_REDO_VOL1     C3_REDO_VOL1     ORCL:C3_REDO_VOL1         3067    2647 
REDO             3 C4_REDO_VOL1     C4_REDO_VOL1     ORCL:C4_REDO_VOL1         3067    2648 
TEMP             0 C1_TEMP_VOL1     C1_TEMP_VOL1     ORCL:C1_TEMP_VOL1        15358    4608 
TEMP             1 C2_TEMP_VOL1     C2_TEMP_VOL1     ORCL:C2_TEMP_VOL1        15358    4603 
TEMP             2 C3_TEMP_VOL1     C3_TEMP_VOL1     ORCL:C3_TEMP_VOL1        15358    4608 
TEMP             3 C4_TEMP_VOL1     C4_TEMP_VOL1     ORCL:C4_TEMP_VOL1        15358    4609 
 
62 rows selected. 
 
SQL> 

8.4 CAPTURE AND RESTORE SCRIPTS 
Table 5 describes the scripts used in the test environment. Details of the scripts are documented in 
“Scripts Reference” on page 44. 

Table 5) Test environment scripts. 

Script Description 

cg_snap.pl Perl script to capture consistency group (CG) Snapshot 
copies. It leverages cg-start and cg-commit ZAPIs and 
takes two parameters: an input file name and the name of 
the CG Snapshot copy to be created. The input file contains 
the list of volumes that make up the consistency group. 
This script references NaServer.pm and NaElement.pm 
Perl modules from NetApp, which are available as part of the 
Manage ONTAP® SDK. 

cg_volume_list.txt Input file specifying a list of volumes that are part of the CG 
Snapshot copy; each record contains the controller name, 
user name, user password, CG timeout, and volume name; 
CG timeout is set to relaxed in this script. 

snapshot_restore_all_dg.sh Shell script to restore volumes belonging to all ASM disk 
groups 

snapshot_restore_BASE-DATA_dg.sh Shell script to restore volumes belonging to +BASE and 
+DATA disk groups 

asm_mount_all_dg.sh Mounts all ASM disk groups 

asm_dismount_all_dg.sh Unmounts all ASM disk groups 

asm_mount_dg_BASE-DATA.sh Mounts just the +BASE and +DATA disk groups, which 
contain only data files 

asm_dismount_dg_BASE-DATA.sh Unmounts +BASE and +DATA disk groups 

When capturing a CG Snapshot copy, you should verify the success of the CG script to make sure that 
the Snapshot copies of all volumes in the CG have been created. While rare, timeout errors in taking 
CG Snapshot copies can occur when storage systems are overloaded or when other failures occur. 

If a failure is encountered during a CG Snapshot copy of a set of volumes, the script (cg_snap.pl) will 
return an error and exit. The corrective action is to remove the partial CG Snapshot copy (remove the 
Snapshot copies of individual volumes that have been committed during the failed CG Snapshot copy), 
and recapture the CG Snapshot copy by reexecuting cg_snap.pl. 

http://communities.netapp.com/docs/DOC-1110�
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8.5 RECOVERY PROCEDURES 
This section contains recovery procedures for the following recovery types: 

• Point-in-time copy of the database 
• Full database recovery with zero data loss 
• Point-in-time database recovery 

POINT-IN-TIME COPY OF THE DATABASE 

Using a crash-consistent Snapshot copy, PITCopy-CGsnap, we can create a point-in-time copy of the 
database by restoring all components of the database (control files, redo logs, archived logs, temp, and 
data files). One can restore the database to a point in time that is consistent at the time of the Snapshot 
copy. 

As the crash-consistent Snapshot copy of the full database is restored and the instance is started, 
Oracle will automatically perform and manage crash recovery. The database will then be transaction 
consistent up to the last redo commit of the Snapshot copy. After the database is opened, no further 
redo logs beyond the Snapshot copy can be applied. 

 

 
Figure 6) Point-in-time copy of the database. 

To create a crash-consistent Snapshot copy and restore a point-in-time copy of the database: 

1. Create a crash-consistent Snapshot copy named PITCopy-CGsnap. 

[hostname] $ perl cg_snap.pl cg_volume_list.txt PITCopy-CGsnap 

2. Shut down the current database instance. 

[hostname] $ sqlplus /as sysdba 
SQL > shutdown immediate 
SQL > exit 

3. Unmount ASM disk groups. 

[hostname] $ ./asm_dismount_all_dg.sh 

4. Restore the crash-consistent Snapshot copy of the database. 

[hostname] $ ./snapshot_restore_all_dg.sh PITCopy-CGsnap 

5. Mount all ASM disk groups. 

[hostname] $ ./asm_mount_all_dg.sh 

6. Perform a normal startup of Oracle. 

[hostname] $ sqlplus /as sysdba 
SQL > startup 
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During startup of the database, evidence of automatic crash recovery being performed is reported in the 
Oracle alert log (similar to the following messages). Crash recovery should complete successfully and 
the database is then opened.  

… 
Tue Mar 02 13:59:40 2010 
alter database open 
This instance was first to open 
Beginning crash recovery of 2 threads 
 parallel recovery started with 3 processes 
Started redo scan 
Completed redo scan 
 read 857976 KB redo, 0 data blocks need recovery 
Started redo application at 
 Thread 1: logseq 4827, block 25835 
 Thread 2: logseq 46, block 359371 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 1 Group 3 Seq 4827 Reading mem 0 
 Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_3.256.709673627 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 2 Group 4 Seq 46 Reading mem 0 
 Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_4.260.709675523 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 1 Group 1 Seq 4828 Reading mem 0 
 Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_1.258.709673625 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 2 Group 5 Seq 47 Reading mem 0 
 Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_5.261.709675523 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 2 Group 6 Seq 48 Reading mem 0 
 Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_6.262.709675525 
Completed redo application of 0.00MB 
Completed crash recovery at 
 Thread 1: logseq 4828, block 410449, scn 82985084 
 Thread 2: logseq 48, block 307779, scn 82985078 
 0 data blocks read, 0 data blocks written, 857976 redo k-bytes read 
… 

As the restore of the Snapshot copy creates a point-in-time copy of the database, you cannot apply 
further redo logs after the database is opened. Therefore, it is recommended that you create a new 
incarnation (resetlog ID) of the database to differentiate the new archives from existing archives in the 
archive directories. 

To create a new resetlog ID: 

1. SHUTDOWN IMMEDIATE 

2. STARTUP MOUNT 

3. RECOVER DATABASE UNTIL CANCEL 

4. ALTER DATABASE OPEN RESETLOGS; 

FULL DATABASE RECOVERY WITH ZERO DATA LOSS 

We can perform a full database recovery with zero data loss using current control files, current redo 
logs, and current archived logs, and restoring only Snapshot copies of data files from the crash-
consistent Snapshot copy FullDBRecovery-CGsnap. 

This method must be exercised with great care to avoid overwriting the current control files, current redo 
logs, and current archived logs during the restore of the data files. 
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Figure 7) Full database recovery. 

To create a crash-consistent Snapshot copy and perform full database recovery: 

1. Capture a crash-consistent Snapshot copy named FullDBRecovery-CGsnap. 

[hostname] $ perl cg_snap.pl cg_volume_list.txt FullDBRecovery-CGsnap 

2. Shut down the current database instance. 

[hostname] $ sqlplus /as sysdba 
SQL > shutdown immediate 
SQL > exit 

3. Unmount ASM disk groups belonging to only data files.  

In this example, data files reside in disk groups +BASE and +DATA. 

[hostname] $ ./asm_dismount_dg_BASE-DATA.sh 

4. Restore the Snapshot copy of only the data files (which are contained in +BASE and +DATA). Do 
not overwrite current redo logs, archived logs, and control files. 

[hostname] $ ./snapshot_restore_BASE-DATA_dg.sh FullDBRecovery-CGsnap 

5. Mount ASM disk groups that host data files (+BASE and +DATA disk groups). 

[hostname] $ ./asm_mount_dg_BASE-DATA.sh 

6. Start up the database in mount mode. 

[hostname] $ sqlplus /as sysdba 
SQL > startup mount 

7. Recover the database. 

SQL > recover automatic database 

8. Upon successful recovery, open the database. 

SQL > alter database open; 

During recovery, the Oracle alert log should show the process of recovery where archived logs and 
online redo logs are applied. 

… 
Completed: ALTER DATABASE MOUNT 
Mon Mar 01 15:52:02 2010 
ALTER DATABASE RECOVER automatic database 
Media Recovery Start 
 started logmerger process 
Mon Mar 01 15:52:02 2010 
… 
Parallel Media Recovery started with 4 slaves 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_03_01/thread_2_seq_35.296.712507819 
Mon Mar 01 15:52:06 2010 
SUCCESS: diskgroup ARCH was mounted 
NOTE: dependency between database TPCC and diskgroup resource ora.ARCH.dg is 
established 
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Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_03_01/thread_1_seq_4822.297.712508019 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_03_01/thread_2_seq_36.298.712507831 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_03_01/thread_1_seq_4823.300.712508047 
… 
Mon Mar 01 15:52:53 2010 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_03_01/thread_2_seq_44.310.712507929 
Mon Mar 01 15:52:57 2010 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 1 Group 3 Seq 4827 Reading mem 0 
 Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_3.256.709673627 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_03_01/thread_2_seq_45.311.712507941 
Mon Mar 01 15:53:07 2010 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_03_01/thread_2_seq_46.313.712507981 
Mon Mar 01 15:53:15 2010 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 1 Group 1 Seq 4828 Reading mem 0 
 Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_1.258.709673625 
Mon Mar 01 15:53:26 2010 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 2 Group 5 Seq 47 Reading mem 0 
 Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_5.261.709675523 
Mon Mar 01 15:54:13 2010 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 2 Group 6 Seq 48 Reading mem 0 
 Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_6.262.709675525 
… 
Mon Mar 01 15:56:15 2010 
Media Recovery Complete (TPCC1) 
Completed: ALTER DATABASE RECOVER automatic database 
… 

POINT-IN-TIME DATABASE RECOVERY 

Using current control files, current redo logs, and current archived logs, and restoring only Snapshot 
copies of data files from the crash-consistent Snapshot copy PITDBRecovery-CGsnap, we can perform 
a point-in-time database recovery up to a minimum SCN, which makes the database consistent. 

 
Figure 8) Point-in-time database recovery. 

Attention is required during the restore of the data file Snapshot copy to avoid overwriting the current 
control files, current redo logs, and archived logs. These are necessary to bring the database to a 
consistent state at a point in time after the Snapshot copy of the data files was created. 

This recovery option requires the execution of the scandatafiles.sql script to identify the minimum 
consistent SCN. However, the scandatafile.sql script might increase the overall recovery time 
objective (RTO) as it can take a significant amount of time to complete. 

To create a crash-consistent Snapshot copy and perform point-in-time database recovery: 

1. Capture a crash-consistent Snapshot copy named PITDBRecovery-CGsnap. 

[hostname] $ perl cg_snap.pl cg_volume_list.txt PITDBRecovery-CGsnap 

2. Shut down the current database instance. 

[hostname] $ sqlplus /as sysdba 
SQL > shutdown immediate 
SQL > exit 
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3. Unmount ASM disk groups belonging to only data files. 

[hostname] $ ./asm_dismount_dg_BASE-DATA.sh 

4. Restore the Snapshot copy of only the data files that are contained in +BASE and +DATA. Do not 
overwrite current redo logs, archived logs, and control files. 

[hostname] $ ./snapshot_restore_BASE-DATA_dg.sh PITDBRecovery-CGsnap 

5. Mount ASM disk groups that host data files (+BASE and +DATA disk groups). 

[hostname] $ ./asm_mount_dg_BASE-DATA.sh 

6. Perform startup mount. 

[hostname] $ sqlplus /as sysdba 
SQL > startup mount 

7. Execute @scandatafiles.sql to obtain the minimum consistent SCN that is needed to recover 
the database to a consistent point in time. This step can take some time to complete: 

SQL > @scandatafiles.sql 

The script should return with the minimum point-in-time recovery SCN, which will be used to 
recover the database. 

File: 1 - +BASE/tpcc/datafile/system.261.709673631 
File 1 absolute fuzzy scn = 77887666 
File: 2 - +BASE/tpcc/datafile/sysaux.260.709673641 
File 2 absolute fuzzy scn = 77864345 
File: 3 - +BASE/tpcc/datafile/undotbs1.258.709673663 
File 3 absolute fuzzy scn = 78073707 
… 
File 16 absolute fuzzy scn = 0 
File: 17 - +DATA/tpcc/datafile/restbl_18.277.709898813 
File 17 absolute fuzzy scn = 0 
File: 18 - +DATA/tpcc/datafile/restbl_12.260.709898813 
File 18 absolute fuzzy scn = 0 
File: 19 - +DATA/tpcc/datafile/ware_0.273.709898813 
File 19 absolute fuzzy scn = 78074159 
File: 20 - +DATA/tpcc/datafile/restbl_7.264.709898813 
File 20 absolute fuzzy scn = 0 
File: 21 - +DATA/tpcc/datafile/restbl_1.257.709898813 
File 21 absolute fuzzy scn = 0 
… 
File: 39 - +DATA/tpcc/datafile/stok_0.259.709898813 
File 39 absolute fuzzy scn = 78073680 
File: 40 - +DATA/tpcc/datafile/ordr_0.262.709898813 
File 40 absolute fuzzy scn = 78069617 
File: 41 - +DATA/sp_0 
File 41 absolute fuzzy scn = 77639049 
Minimum PITR SCN = 78074159 
 
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 

8. Using the minimum consistent SCN identified, perform database recovery up to the minimum SCN: 

SQL > recover automatic database until change 78074159; 

The recovery process is displayed in the Oracle alert log. Oracle automatically applies the relevant 
archived logs and redo logs. 

… 
Fri Feb 19 12:13:12 2010 
ALTER DATABASE RECOVER AUTOMATIC DATABASE until CHANGE 78074159 
Media Recovery Start 
 started logmerger process 
Fri Feb 19 12:13:12 2010 
SUCCESS: diskgroup TEMP was mounted 
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Fri Feb 19 12:13:12 2010 
NOTE: dependency between database TPCC and diskgroup resource ora.TEMP.dg is 
established 
Parallel Media Recovery started with 4 slaves 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_02_19/thread_1_seq_4805.258.711346211 
Fri Feb 19 12:13:15 2010 
SUCCESS: diskgroup ARCH was mounted 
NOTE: dependency between database TPCC and diskgroup resource ora.ARCH.dg is 
established 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_02_19/thread_2_seq_14.260.711346343 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_02_19/thread_1_seq_4806.259.711346211 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_02_19/thread_1_seq_4807.261.711346641 
Fri Feb 19 12:13:51 2010 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_02_19/thread_2_seq_15.262.711346475 
Fri Feb 19 12:14:16 2010 
Incomplete Recovery applied until change 78074159 time 02/19/2010 04:16:04 
Fri Feb 19 12:14:16 2010 
Media Recovery Complete (TPCC1) 
Completed: ALTER DATABASE RECOVER AUTOMATIC DATABASE until CHANGE 78074159 
… 

9. Open the database with resetlogs. 

SQL > alter database open resetlogs; 

This example shows successful point-in-time recovery by performing the recovery up to the minimum 
consistent SCN. Let’s examine the impact of an attempt to recover the database to a point in time that is 
earlier than the minimum consistent SCN. 

The following screen shot shows an environment that has the data files restored and is requiring 
recovery to be accomplished to the minimum PITR SCN of 96490582. The recovery was executed with 
an SCN (96490581) that is earlier than the minimum consistent SCN, which resulted in a failed open 
resetlogs and the overall recovery process not being successful. Further recovery on the data files 
was needed to make the database consistent. 

 
Recovery errors are also reported in the Oracle alert log. 

… 
Wed May 26 19:49:51 2010 
ALTER DATABASE RECOVER  automatic database until change 96490581 
Media Recovery Start 
 started logmerger process 
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Wed May 26 19:49:52 2010 
SUCCESS: diskgroup TEMP was mounted 
Wed May 26 19:49:52 2010 
NOTE: dependency between database TPCC and diskgroup resource ora.TEMP.dg is 
established 
Parallel Media Recovery started with 4 slaves 
Wed May 26 19:49:55 2010 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 2 Group 4 Seq 52 Reading mem 0 
  Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_4.260.709675523 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_05_26/thread_1_seq_4842.333.720014785 
SUCCESS: diskgroup ARCH was mounted 
NOTE: dependency between database TPCC and diskgroup resource ora.ARCH.dg is 
established 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_05_26/thread_1_seq_4843.335.720014955 
Wed May 26 19:50:40 2010 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 2 Group 5 Seq 53 Reading mem 0 
  Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_5.261.709675523 
Wed May 26 19:50:43 2010 
Media Recovery Log +ARCH/tpcc/archivelog/2010_05_26/thread_1_seq_4844.336.720015121 
Wed May 26 19:51:15 2010 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 1 Group 3 Seq 4845 Reading mem 0 
  Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_3.256.709673627 
Recovery of Online Redo Log: Thread 2 Group 6 Seq 54 Reading mem 0 
  Mem# 0: +REDO/tpcc/onlinelog/group_6.262.709675525 
Wed May 26 19:51:36 2010 
Incomplete Recovery applied until change 96490581 time 05/26/2010 12:12:55 
Wed May 26 19:51:36 2010 
Media Recovery Complete (TPCC1) 
Errors in file /oracle/app/11.2.0/diag/rdbms/tpcc/TPCC1/trace/TPCC1_pr00_18228.trc: 
ORA-01547: warning: RECOVER succeeded but OPEN RESETLOGS would get error below 
ORA-01194: file 32 needs more recovery to be consistent 
ORA-01110: data file 32: '+DATA/tpcc/datafile/nord_0.258.709898813' 
Slave exiting with ORA-1547 exception 
Errors in file /oracle/app/11.2.0/diag/rdbms/tpcc/TPCC1/trace/TPCC1_pr00_18228.trc: 
ORA-01547: warning: RECOVER succeeded but OPEN RESETLOGS would get error below 
ORA-01194: file 32 needs more recovery to be consistent 
ORA-01110: data file 32: '+DATA/tpcc/datafile/nord_0.258.709898813' 
ORA-1547 signalled during: ALTER DATABASE RECOVER  automatic database until change 
96490581  ... 
Wed May 26 19:52:33 2010 
alter database open resetlogs 
ORA-1194 signalled during: alter database open resetlogs... 
… 

9 IMPLEMENTING CRASH-CONSISTENT SNAPSHOT COPIES WITH 
ASYNC SNAPMIRROR AND PROTECTION MANAGER 

This section addresses the use of consistency group Snapshots copies with asynchronous SnapMirror 
and Protection Manager. 

SnapMirror is a cost-effective, simple-to-use disaster recovery and data replication solution. It enables 
high data availability and rapid disaster recovery for business-critical and enterprise applications such 
as Oracle. Protection Manager, on the other hand, complements SnapMirror by enabling the automation 
and management of data protection operations. Protection Manager can simplify data protection tasks 
and automate management across NetApp’s other core products, such as Snapshot, SnapMirror, 
SnapManager, and SnapVault®. 

By combining the consistency group Snapshot feature with SnapMirror and Protection Manager in an 
Oracle environment, a consistent Snapshot copy of the database can be captured and replicated 
without the need to place the database in hot backup mode. After the consistent image of the database 
is available on the destination site, it can be used as a backup image for restore and recovery in case of 
outages, or it can be easily and rapidly cloned to create a dev/test environment. 
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The essence of this solution is to take advantage of SnapMirror and Protection Manager to automate, 
manage, and transfer the consistency group Snapshot copies of the primary site to the secondary site 
as follows: 

1. Define SnapMirror relationships between primary volumes and destination volumes. 
2. Create a data set in Protection Manager that consists of the participating volumes (by identifying 

physical resources on both the primary node and the mirror node). 
3. Import the external relationships of the participating volumes into the newly created data set. 
4. Assign a protection policy to the data set. 
5. Specify the backup script to be executed by the protection policy. The backup script should be in a 

form of a wrapper script which calls the consistency group Snapshot script (cg_snap.pl). This 
(backup) script is automatically invoked against the primary site by Protection Manager as part of 
the local backup job prior to the execution of the mirror update. 

The underlying concept of this implementation is simple; a consistent Snapshot copy of the primary 
volumes is captured, followed by the mirror update and transfer of the volumes, which results in the 
consistent Snapshot copy being available on the mirror site, which can be used for recovery or cloning. 

To demonstrate the deployment of CG Snapshot copies with SnapMirror and Protection Manager, we 
used an environment consisting of four storage systems where three storage systems are configured 
with primary volumes and the fourth storage system acts as the SnapMirror destination site. 

1. Create SnapMirror relationships between primary volumes and the destination volumes. 

This step assumes that both the primary volumes and destination volumes have been created and 
that the destination volumes have been restricted. 
snapmirror initialize -S scotty-1:c1_smpri_arch_vol1 6030-2:dest_c1_smpri_arch_vol1 
snapmirror initialize -S scotty-1:c1_smpri_data_vol1 6030-2:dest_c1_smpri_data_vol1 
snapmirror initialize -S scotty-1:c1_smpri_redo_vol1 6030-2:dest_c1_smpri_redo_vol1 
snapmirror initialize -S scotty-2:c2_smpri_arch_vol1 6030-2:dest_c2_smpri_arch_vol1 
snapmirror initialize -S scotty-2:c2_smpri_data_vol1 6030-2:dest_c2_smpri_data_vol1 
snapmirror initialize -S scotty-2:c2_smpri_redo_vol1 6030-2:dest_c2_smpri_redo_vol1 
snapmirror initialize -S 6030-1:c3_smpri_arch_vol1 6030-2:dest_c3_smpri_arch_vol1 
snapmirror initialize -S 6030-1:c3_smpri_data_vol1 6030-2:dest_c3_smpri_data_vol1 
snapmirror initialize -S 6030-1:c3_smpri_redo_vol1 6030-2:dest_c3_smpri_redo_vol1 

The snapmirror status command shows the created SnapMirror relationships: 

 
2. Define a new data set in Protection Manager by specifying physical resources on both the primary 

node and the mirror node. 
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3. Import the external relationships of the previously defined SnapMirror relationships into the newly 

created data set. 
4. Assign a protection policy to the data set. 

A predefined protection policy can be used or a custom policy can be created, which is then 
assigned to the data set. 

In our example, we configured a policy named “SnapMirror with Consistency Group Snapshot.” 
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5. Specify the backup script to be executed by the protection policy. 

Modify the assigned protection policy by specifying the backup script that will be invoked to execute 
CG Snapshot copies of the primary volumes. Adjust the backup retention schedule and lag warning 
thresholds as required. 

The following figures show examples of the custom protection policy created. The backup script 
used in the demo environment is /opt/NTAPdfm/scripts/OracleCGSnap/oraclebackup-
cgsnap.sh. This backup script, oraclebackup-cgsnap.sh, calls take_cg_snap.ksh, which 
then calls the underlying core CG Snapshot script (cg_snap.pl). These scripts must be present or 
deployed on the DataFabric® Manager server in order for them to be executed. 

The details of the scripts are captured in “Scripts Reference” on page 44. 
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After the data set is correctly and fully configured, it should look something like the following screen 
shot. 

 
Note: It is important to monitor the status of the backup script as it is reported by Protection 
Manager. If the backup script fails, then the attempt to capture a crash-consistent Snapshot copy 
was not successful, which means that the mirror site does not contain the latest scheduled 
consistent Snapshot copy. 

The cg_snap.pl Perl script that contains the logic to capture the crash-consistent Snapshot copy 
is designed with some error handling conditions. It performs a cleanup after a partial success of a 
CG Snapshot copy and retries the CG operations up to three times before declaring failure by 
returning an exit value of 1. 

The success of the execution of the crash-consistent Snapshot copy script is reflected in the local 
backup job, as shown in the following screen shot. 
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If the crash-consistent Snapshot script or the backup script fails, then it will be reported by 
Protection Manager through the data set job’s monitoring panel. 
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As crash-consistent Snapshot copies are successfully created and transferred, they become 
available on the mirror site. The crash-consistent CG Snapshot copies carry a prefix of CGsnap_ in 
their names. These Snapshot copies can be used for restore and recovery, or they can be cloned 
to create copy images of the source database. 

 

10 CONSISTENCY GROUP 
NetApp’s consistency group feature is available in Data ONTAP 7.2 and later. A consistency group is a 
grouping of a set of volumes that must be managed as a single logical entity. The functional objective of 
a consistency group is to provide storage-based, crash-consistent checkpoints from which an 
application can restart. These checkpoints are performed without interaction and coordination of the 
source application. 

A checkpoint represents a collection of Snapshot copies, one Snapshot copy per volume, for all 
volumes defined in a consistency group. This collection of Snapshot copies is not the same as a regular 
group of Snapshot copies, where each copy is created independently of each volume. This special 
collection of Snapshot copies, the checkpoint, has some distinct characteristics: 

• The copy of volumes occurs as an atomic operation. 
• The resulting Snapshot copy preserves write ordering across all volumes for dependent writes. 
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Writes are dependent if an application issues a write based on the success or acknowledgement of the 
previous write. In case 1 of a dependent write (Figure 9), the application only issues W(d+1) after it has 
received the acknowledgement for W(d). In case 2, the application issues W(d+1) after it reads the newly 
written data (performed by W(d)) even if it has not received a success signal for W(d). In the case of an 
independent write, all writes are issued without waiting for individual acknowledgments. Hence, W(i), 
W(i+1), and W(i+2) might be issued all at the same time. 

 
Figure 9) Dependent writes/implicit write ordering. 

CONSISTENCY GROUP ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

The overall framework of consistency group is based on a set of core Data ONTAP consistency group 
APIs. The CG APIs enable agents such as SnapManager for Oracle to create crash- or restore-
consistent checkpoints. 

The internal operation of consistency group can be expressed by the following high-level sequence of 
actions: 

1. The agent issues a start-checkpoint call to all participating controllers. 
2. The controllers fence write access on volumes in a consistency group. 
3. The controllers prepare a Snapshot copy of all volumes. 
4. The agent receives fence-success from all participating controllers and issues a commit-

checkpoint to all controllers. 

5. Upon receiving a commit-checkpoint from the agent, controllers commit the snapshot-creates in 
all volumes. 

6. The controllers unfence all volumes in the consistency group. 

Figure 10 depicts the high-level control flow of consistency group operation. It shows the key events and 
actions of a successful checkpoint cycle. The purpose of the checkpoint cycle is to create a consistent 
set of Snapshot copies of two or more volumes, located in one or more controllers. 

The coordinating agent initiates the checkpoint cycle by issuing a call to the cg-start API. If this call 
succeeds, then the agent issues a call to the cg-commit API. If the response to cg-commit is "success," 
then a set of Snapshot copies constituting a consistent checkpoint has been created. 
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Figure 10) High-level flow diagram of consistency group. 

CG PRIMITIVES: APIS 

A set of APIs is made available to support the core consistency group primitives. There are three 
particular APIs (also known as ZAPIs in the NetApp context) that are used for managing consistency 
groups. Two of the three APIs, cg-start and cg-commit, are highly fundamental to the creation of a 
CG Snapshot copy. 

1. cg-start 

2. cg-commit 

3. cg-delete 

The cg-start and cg-commit calls are closely related and operate as a pair. The cg-commit call 
must follow cg-start within a certain time interval. This time interval depends on the timeout 
argument specified in cg-start. 

Figure 11 shows the high-level view of the layers involved in the CG architecture. Agent domain refers 
to any external application, such as SnapDrive, SnapManager, or a custom Perl script, that uses CG 
APIs to coordinate and create consistent Snapshot copies. 
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Figure 11) Logical view of CG functionality relative to WAFL®. 

Table 6) CG APIs. 

Call Description Input Variables Output Variables 

cg-start Starts the checkpoint cycle for 
externally synchronized 
checkpoints in the controller. 
This operation fences the 
specified volumes and returns 
success if successful, then the 
call starts a snap create 
operation in these volumes. If 
the API returns success, this 
operation should be followed by 
a call to cg-commit. 
This is an asynchronous, 
nonblocking call. 

snapshot: Name of the Snapshot 
copy that is created in each 
volume. This name is the unique 
identifier by which the calling agent 
identifies the Snapshot copies that 
constitute a checkpoint. 
timeout: (Optional) Timeout 
selector. Possible values are 
urgent, medium, or relaxed. If 
no value is specified, then the 
default value is medium. 
volumes: A list of volumes in this 
controller that is part of this CG 
operation. 

cg-id: (Integer) 
Identifier of the 
started cg-start 
operation. This 
identifier is used in 
the succeeding cg-
commit call to 
identify the 
operation to be 
committed. 

cg-commit Commits the Snapshot copies 
that were started during the 
preceding cg-start call that 
returned the cg-id key, and 
unfences the volumes that were 
fenced.  
This is a synchronous, blocking 
call. 

cg-id: (Integer) Key to identify the 
ongoing cg operation. 

 

cg-delete Deletes the Snapshot copies 
associated with a CG 
checkpoint in this controller. 

snapshot: The name of the 
Snapshot copy that is deleted in 
each volume.  
volumes: A list of volumes in this 
controller that is part of this CG 
operation. 
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USING CONSISTENCY GROUPS 

The CG APIs enable external applications to manage and create a crash-consistent Snapshot copy of 
multiple volumes residing on a single controller or spanning across two or more controllers. Applications 
such as SnapDrive, SnapManager, and SnapCreator leverage the CG APIs to provide crash-consistent 
Snapshot copies. 

While it is beyond the context of this paper to discuss these applications in full detail, it is necessary to 
understand how these applications make use of consistency groups. 

SNAPDRIVE 

SnapDrive helps to automate storage provisioning and simplify storage management in NetApp storage 
environments. It offers the following key benefits: 

• Simplified provisioning from the host with a protocol-agnostic approach 
• Automated backup and restores 
• Snapshot management with OS/application-consistent Snapshot copies 

SnapDrive provides a layer of abstraction between an application running on the host operating system 
and the underlying NetApp storage systems. It has the unique advantage of understanding the host 
operating system, the file system, and NetApp storage. Thus, SnapDrive has the ability to coordinate 
operations between these core layers. 

 
Figure 12) Logical view of SnapDrive interaction. 

One notable feature of SnapDrive lies in the area of Snapshot copy management. SnapDrive can 
provide host/application-consistent Snapshot copies and crash-consistent Snapshot copies. When 
Snapshot copies of an application data set that spans multiple volumes or storage systems are 
required, SnapDrive provides consistency by synchronizing the data in the file system cache and 
freezing I/O operations to the requested LUNs. 

What makes SnapDrive interesting is the mechanism with which it suspends I/O. SnapDrive will freeze 
I/O operations to the LUNs at the host OS/file-system layer or directly within the NetApp storage system. 
If a storage-based I/O fencing mechanism is elected, then SnapDrive relies on the native consistency 
group feature of Data ONTAP. 
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Starting from SnapDrive for UNIX® 2.2, SnapDrive supports the feature of consistency groups provided 
by Data ONTAP (beginning with version 7.2 and higher). This feature is necessary for creating a 
consistent Snapshot copy across multiple controller/volumes. 

In an environment where all participating controllers support consistency groups, SnapDrive will use a 
Data ONTAP consistency group as the preferred (default) method to capture multicontroller/volume 
Snapshot copies.  

If using a consistency group is not possible or is perhaps undesirable, such as when one of the 
controllers does not support CG or more than one application is sharing LUNs off a single volume where 
volume I/O fencing might have an effect on other applications, then SnapDrive resorts to the I/O 
suspension capability offered at the host level. In such a scenario, SnapDrive attempts to use the 
lowest-level freezing mechanism available on the host to enforce consistency, which might require 
direct interaction with the file systems or volume managers. This approach suggests that consistency 
should always be enforced at the lowest possible level of the storage stack to minimize the duration of 
I/O suspension. 

SnapDrive dramatically simplifies the use of consistency groups. When the file specs or file system 
dictates a Snapshot copy that spans multiple volumes and controllers, and all target controllers support 
consistency group (Data ONTAP 7.2 and higher), SnapDrive automatically recognizes this requirement 
and creates consistency groups to enable crash-consistent Snapshot copies. No change to the 
SnapDrive syntax is necessary to take advantage of consistency groups. 

For example, the file system /u01/oradata/prod is constructed with LUNs in volumes of filer1 and 
filer2 (filer1:/vol/prodvol1 and filer2:/vol/prodvol1). One simple command automatically 
creates a consistency group for controller volumes filer1:/vol/prodvol1 and 
filer2:/vol/prodvol1 and creates a Snapshot copy that is consistent to both volumes. 

snapdrive snap create -fs /u01/oradata/prod -snapname snap_prod_cg 

Equivalently, SnapDrive can simplify the creation of a consistency group Snapshot copy when there are 
multiple file systems. 

snapdrive snap create -fs /u01/oradata/prod /u02/oradata/prod 
-snapname snap_prod_cg 

One configuration variable is available using snapdrive.conf to control the timeout of a consistency 
group Snapshot copy. The snapcreate-cg-timeout call specifies the timeout type used in Snapshot 
copy creation with consistency groups. The possible values are urgent (short interval), medium 
(interval between urgent and relaxed), and relaxed (the longest interval). The default is relaxed. 

When the Data ONTAP consistency group feature is not supported or is not preferred, a user can 
specify the -nofilerfence option requesting that SnapDrive not use consistency groups in creating 
Snapshot copies. In this case, SnapDrive uses best-effort mode to create a consistent Snapshot copy. 
Best-effort mode was introduced in SnapDrive 2.0 prior to the availability of native consistency group 
functionality in Data ONTAP, which exercises host-side file system/volume freeze or stochastic freeze 
algorithm. 

For more information on SnapDrive, see www.netapp.com/us/products/management-
software/snapdrive-unix.html. 

SNAPMANAGER FOR ORACLE 

SnapManager for Oracle is part of the NetApp manageability software suite. It helps automate and 
simplify backup, restore, recovery, and cloning of Oracle Databases by leveraging NetApp’s core 
technologies such as Snapshot, SnapRestore®, and FlexClone®. SnapManager for Oracle offers great 
advantages over other third-party backup software as it integrates with Oracle RMAN and ASM as well 
as supports Oracle RAC and DNFS. It also provides partial file restore capability under ASM. 

In general, NetApp SnapManager solutions are designed to use SnapDrive to trigger backups, restores, 
and mirroring of specific data sets. While SnapManager for Oracle understands and coordinates with 
Oracle technologies to perform backup and recovery, it relies on SnapDrive for UNIX to provide the 
underlying functionality of storage provisioning and Snapshot management. It uses SnapDrive for UNIX 
to execute all backup and restore commands on the storage system. For example, SnapManager 

http://www.netapp.com/us/products/management-software/snapdrive-unix.html�
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identifies backup data sets and puts the Oracle Database in hot backup mode while an application-
consistent Snapshot copy is created by SnapDrive. 

 

 
Figure 13) Architecture diagram of SnapManager for Oracle. 

The following operations are some of those executed from SnapManager for Oracle that are delegated 
to SnapDrive for UNIX: 

1. Request Snapshot copy creation. 
2. Connect the host to Snapshot copies. 
3. Clone from Snapshot copies. 
4. Restore Snapshot copies. 
5. Disconnect from Snapshot copies. 

As SnapManager for Oracle depends on SnapDrive for UNIX, it inherits the use of consistency groups. 

To learn more about SnapManager for Oracle, see www.netapp.com/us/products/management-
software/snapmanager-oracle.html. 

SNAPCREATOR 

SnapCreator is a backup plug-in framework for integrating applications with NetApp Snapshot 
technology. It currently supports application-consistent backups for Oracle, MySQL, MaxDB, Sybase, 
DB2, and Lotus Notes. Through Perl APIs, SnapCreator integrates seamlessly with other NetApp 
technologies such as Snapshot, SnapVault, SnapMirror, LUN cloning, volume cloning, SnapDrive, and 
so on. 

SnapCreator supports consistency groups to create consistent Snapshot copies across multiple 
volumes. It uses the primary CG APIs, cg-start and cg-commit, to accomplish the task. 

http://www.netapp.com/us/products/management-software/snapmanager-oracle.html�
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CUSTOM SCRIPTS (C, PERL, OR JAVA) 

Since native consistency group APIs are made available, any external third-party applications or custom 
scripts can take advantage of the consistency group feature of Data ONTAP. 

NetApp offers Manage ONTAP SDK, a free and downloadable SDK for partners and customers. 
Manage ONTAP SDK provides resources and infrastructure to develop applications to monitor and 
manage NetApp storage systems with ease.  

Manage ONTAP SDK includes SDK core API library bindings in C and C++, Java®, Perl, and .NET. It 
supports Windows®, Linux (RHEL/SLES/OEL), Solaris, HP-UX®, AIX®, and VMware® ESX. The bundle 
also includes the SDK core API, Data ONTAP API documentation, sample code, and developer tools. 

Within the SDK, there are sample codes on how to manage consistency groups. The sample codes 
come in C, Java, and Perl programming formats. They are contained in the following sample scripts: 

• cg_operation.c 

• cg_operation.java 

• cg_operation.pl 

For more details on the Manage ONTAP SDK and the latest download, refer to 
http://communities.netapp.com/docs/DOC-1110. 

11 SCRIPTS REFERENCE 
The following scripts are referenced in the section “Database Recovery Using Crash-Consistent 
Snapshot Copies” on page 19. 

scandatafiles.sql 

# scans all files and update file headers with meta information  
# depending on number and sizes of files, the scandatafile procedure can be 
a  
# time consuming operation.  
# create a script, “scandatafile”, with the following content 
 
spool scandatafile.sql  
set serveroutput on  
declare  
 scn number(12) := 0;  
 scnmax number(12) := 0;  
begin  
 for f in (select * from v$datafile) loop  
 scn := dbms_backup_restore.scandatafile(f.file#);  
 dbms_output.put_line('File ' || f.file# ||' absolute fuzzy scn = ' || 
scn);  
 if scn > scnmax then scnmax := scn; end if;  
 end loop;  
 
 dbms_output.put_line('Minimum PITR SCN = ' || scnmax);  
end; 
/ 

 

listasmdisks.sql 

set pagesize 9999 
set linesize 120 
column DG_Name format a12 
column Disk# heading 'Disk#' 
column Disk# format 99 
column Disk_Name format a16 

http://communities.netapp.com/docs/DOC-1110�
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column Disk_Label format a16 
column Disk_Path format a21 
column TotalMB heading 'Total MB' 
column TotalMB format 999999 
column FreeMB heading 'Free MB' 
column FreeMB format 999999 
select asmdiskgroup.NAME "DG_Name", asmdisk.DISK_NUMBER "Disk#", 
asmdisk.NAME "Disk_Name", asmdisk.LABEL "Disk_Label", asmdisk.PATH 
"Disk_Path", asmdisk.TOTAL_MB "TotalMB", asmdisk.FREE_MB "FreeMB" 
from v$asm_diskgroup asmdiskgroup, v$asm_disk asmdisk 
where asmdiskgroup.group_number=asmdisk.group_number 
order by asmdiskgroup.name, asmdisk.name ; 

 

cg_snap.pl 

#!/opt/local/bin/perl 
# This script invokes ONTAP ZAPIs to create Consistency Group snapshots 
# It performs a clean-up after partial success snapshot operations and  
# retries the CG snapshot, up to a total of three tries, before returning 
# with exit code 1. 
# There is a delay time of 20s between retries to avoid overlapping of 
# in-progress or out-standing cg operations. 
 
 
use lib "/opt/NTAPdfm/scripts/OracleCGSnap/lib/perl/NetApp"; 
use NaServer; 
use NaElement; 
use POSIX qw(strftime); 
 
# Global Variables 
use vars qw($Cg_Snapshot_Success $Cg_Snapshot_Try_Count $Cg_Start_Status 
$Cg_Commit_Status $Cg_Delete_Status $Delay_Between_Retries); 
 
# Start Main body 
 
# Setting delay time (s) between each retry of failed CG operation 
$Delay_Between_Retries = 20; 
 
$configfilename = shift; 
$snapname = shift; 
print "#####################################################\n"; 
print "#   Executing Crash Consistent Snapshot procedure   #\n"; 
print "#####################################################\n"; 
print " Start Time: ";  
print strftime "%Y%m%d-%H:%M:%S\n", localtime; 
print " Input Config File: $configfilename \n"; 
print " CG Snapshot Name: $snapname \n"; 
print "-----------------------------------------------------\n"; 
 
# Open Input configuration file 
&open_cfg; 
 
$Cg_Snapshot_Try_Count = 0; 
$Cg_Snapshot_Success = 0; 
 
while (($Cg_Snapshot_Try_Count < 3) and ($Cg_Snapshot_Success == 0)) { 
 $Cg_Start_Status = &loop_cgstart (); 
 if ($Cg_Start_Status == 1) { 
  $Cg_Delete_Status = &loop_cgdelete (); 
  $Cg_Snapshot_Try_Count ++; 
  # Delay time (in seconds) before retrying CG snapshot 
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  # to avoid overlapping with outstanding CG operations 
  sleep $Delay_Between_Retries; 
 }  
 else { 
  $Cg_Commit_Status = &loop_cgcommit (); 
  if ($Cg_Commit_Status == 1) { 
   $Cg_Delete_Status = &loop_cgdelete (); 
   $Cg_Snapshot_Try_Count ++; 
   # Delay time (in seconds) before retrying CG snapshot 
   # to avoid overlapping with outstanding CG operations 
   sleep $Delay_Between_Retries; 
  } 
  else { 
   $Cg_Snapshot_Success = 1; 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
if ($Cg_Snapshot_Success == 1) { 
 print "#####################################################\n"; 
 print "CG Snap completed successfully.\n"; 
 } 
else { 
 if (($Cg_Snapshot_Try_Count >= 3) and ($Cg_Snapshot_Success == 0)) { 
  print 
"#####################################################\n"; 
  print "XXXX  CG Snap failed after 3 attemps!!!!  Please check 
errors...  XXXX\n"; 
        }   
} 
 
print " End Time: ";  
print strftime "%Y%m%d-%H:%M:%S\n", localtime; 
print "#####################################################\n"; 
if ($Cg_Snapshot_Success == 1) { 
 exit 0; 
} 
else { 
 exit 1; 
} 
 
# End Main body 
 
sub open_cfg { 
 open("CFG", $configfilename || die "Cannot open config file: $!"); 
 while(<CFG>) { 
  chomp; 
  if(/^\#/ || /^FilerName/) { 
   next; 
  } 
  @cfgline = split /\s+/; 
  push(@FILERLIST,[@cfgline]); 
 } 
 
    close(CFG); 
} 
 
sub loop_cgstart() 
{ 
 my $loop_cgstart_status = 0; 
 for $i ( 0 .. $#FILERLIST ) { 
  $loop_cgstart_status = &cg_start(${FILERLIST[$i]}); 
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  if ($loop_cgstart_status == 1) { 
   return 1; 
  }  
 } 
} 
 
sub loop_cgcommit() 
{ 
 my $loop_cgcommit_status = 0; 
 for $i ( 0 .. $#FILERLIST ) { 
  $loop_cgcommit_status = &cg_commit(${FILERLIST[$i]}); 
                if ($loop_cgcommit_status == 1) { 
   return 1; 
  }  
 } 
} 
 
sub loop_cgdelete() 
{ 
 for $i ( 0 .. $#FILERLIST ) { 
  &cg_delete(${FILERLIST[$i]}); 
 } 
} 
 
sub cg_start() 
{ 
 $filername = $FILERLIST[$i][0]; 
 $username = $FILERLIST[$i][1]; 
 $password = $FILERLIST[$i][2]; 
 $timeout = $FILERLIST[$i][3]; 
 @volumes = split(",",$FILERLIST[$i][4]); 
  
 chomp ($filername); 
 chomp ($username); 
 chomp ($password); 
 chomp ($timeout); 
 chomp ($snapname); 
 chomp (@volumes); 
 my $zapicon = NaServer->new($filername, 1, 3); 
  
 $zapicon->set_style(LOGIN_PASSWORD); 
 $zapicon->set_admin_user($username, $password); 
  
  if (!defined($zapicon))  
 { 
  print "Connection to $filername failed.\n"; 
  exit 2; 
 } 
  
 $zapicon->set_transport_type(NA_SERVER_TRANSPORT_HTTPS); 
 if (!defined($zapicon))  
 
 { 
  print "Unable to set HTTP transport.\n"; 
  exit 2; 
 } 
  
 my $zapicmd = NaElement->new("cg-start"); 
 $zapicmd->child_add_string("snapshot",$snapname); 
 $zapicmd->child_add_string("timeout",$timeout); 
  
 my $volumecount = @volumes; 
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 chomp (@volumes); 
 
 my $zapivols = NaElement->new("volumes"); 
 while ($volumecount > 0) { 
  $zapivols->child_add_string("volume-name",shift(@volumes)); 
  $volumecount--; 
 }  
 $zapicmd->child_add($zapivols); 
   
 my $zapiin=$zapicmd->sprintf(); 
 #print "Input XML:\n$zapiin \n"; 
  
 my $zapiout = $zapicon->invoke_elem($zapicmd); 
 my $zapiout=$zapiout->sprintf(); 
 
 @precgid = split(/<cg-id>/,$zapiout); 
 @cgid = split(/<\/cg-id>/,$precgid[1]); 
 $cgid = @cgid[0]; 
 $filenames{$i} = $cgid; 
 
 if($zapiout =~ m/passed/)  
 { 
     print "Cg-Start Passed \n"; 
   print "Cg-Start Output:\n$zapiout"; 
   return 0; 
 } else { 
     print "Cg-Start Error!! \n"; 
   print "CG id: $cgid \n"; 
   print "Filer Name: $filername | Volumes: $FILERLIST[$i][4] \n"; 
   print "Cg-Start Output:\n$zapiout"; 
   return 1; 
 } 
} 
 
sub cg_commit() 
{ 
 $filername = $FILERLIST[$i][0]; 
 $username = $FILERLIST[$i][1]; 
 $password = $FILERLIST[$i][2]; 
 $timeout = $FILERLIST[$i][3]; 
 @volumes = split(",",$FILERLIST[$i][4]); 
  
 chomp ($filername); 
 chomp ($username); 
 chomp ($password); 
 chomp ($timeout); 
 chomp ($snapname); 
 chomp (@volumes); 
  
 my $zapicon = NaServer->new($filername, 1, 3); 
  
 $zapicon->set_style(LOGIN_PASSWORD); 
 $zapicon->set_admin_user($username, $password); 
  
  if (!defined($zapicon))  
 { 
  print "Connection to $filername failed.\n"; 
  exit 2; 
 } 
  
 $zapicon->set_transport_type(NA_SERVER_TRANSPORT_HTTP); 
 if (!defined($zapicon))  
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 { 
  print "Unable to set HTTP transport.\n"; 
  exit 2; 
 } 
  
 $cgid = $filenames{$i}; 
 
 my $zapiout = $zapicon->invoke("cg-commit","cg-id",$cgid); 
 my $zapiout=$zapiout->sprintf(); 
 
 if($zapiout =~ m/passed/)  
 { 
     print "Cg-Commit Passed \n"; 
   print "Cg-Commit Output:\n$zapiout"; 
   return 0; 
 } else { 
     print "Cg-Commit Error!! \n"; 
   print "CG id: $cgid \n"; 
   print "Filer Name: $filername | Volumes: $FILERLIST[$i][4] \n"; 
   print "Cg-Commit Output:\n$zapiout"; 
   return 1; 
 } 
} 
 
sub cg_delete() 
{ 
 $filername = $FILERLIST[$i][0]; 
 $username = $FILERLIST[$i][1]; 
 $password = $FILERLIST[$i][2]; 
 $timeout = $FILERLIST[$i][3]; 
 @volumes = split(",",$FILERLIST[$i][4]); 
  
 chomp ($filername); 
 chomp ($username); 
 chomp ($password); 
 chomp ($timeout); 
 chomp ($snapname); 
 chomp (@volumes); 
 my $zapicon = NaServer->new($filername, 1, 3); 
  
 $zapicon->set_style(LOGIN_PASSWORD); 
 $zapicon->set_admin_user($username, $password); 
  
  if (!defined($zapicon))  
 { 
  print "Connection to $filername failed.\n"; 
  exit 2; 
 } 
  
 $zapicon->set_transport_type(NA_SERVER_TRANSPORT_HTTPS); 
 if (!defined($zapicon))  
 
 { 
  print "Unable to set HTTP transport.\n"; 
  exit 2; 
 } 
  
 my $zapicmd = NaElement->new("cg-delete"); 
 $zapicmd->child_add_string("snapshot",$snapname); 
  
 my $volumecount = @volumes; 
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 chomp (@volumes); 
 my $zapivols = NaElement->new("volumes"); 
 while ($volumecount > 0) { 
  $zapivols->child_add_string("volume-name",shift(@volumes)); 
  $volumecount--; 
 }  
 $zapicmd->child_add($zapivols); 
  
 my $zapiin=$zapicmd->sprintf(); 
  
 my $zapiout = $zapicon->invoke_elem($zapicmd); 
 my $zapiout=$zapiout->sprintf(); 
 
 if($zapiout =~ m/passed/)  
 { 
     print "Cg-Delete successful \n"; 
   print "Cg-Delete Output:\n$zapiout"; 
   return 0; 
 } else { 
     print "Cg-Delete Error!! \n"; 
   print "Cg-Delete Output:\n$zapiout"; 
   return 1; 
 } 
} 
 
sub syntax_printer() 
{ 
 print "USAGE: !$ <snapshot name> <config file>\n"; 
 exit 0;  
} 

 

cg_volume_list.txt 

FilerName User Password Timeout Volumes 
fas1 root netapp1 urgent 
c1_arch_vol1,c1_base_vol1,c1_crtlfile_vol1,c1_data_vol1,c1_data_vol10,c1_da
ta_vol2,c1_data_vol3,c1_data_vol4,c1_data_vol5,c1_data_vol6,c1_data_vol7,c1
_data_vol8,c1_data_vol9,c1_redo_vol1,c1_temp_vol1 
fas2 root netapp1 urgent 
c2_arch_vol1,c2_base_vol1,c2_crtlfile_vol1,c2_data_vol1,c2_data_vol10,c2_da
ta_vol2,c2_data_vol3,c2_data_vol4,c2_data_vol5,c2_data_vol6,c2_data_vol7,c2
_data_vol8,c2_data_vol9,c2_redo_vol1,c2_temp_vol1 
fas3 root netapp1 urgent 
c3_arch_vol1,c3_base_vol1,c3_crtlfile_vol1,c3_data_vol1,c3_data_vol10,c3_da
ta_vol2,c3_data_vol3,c3_data_vol4,c3_data_vol5,c3_data_vol6,c3_data_vol7,c3
_data_vol8,c3_data_vol9,c3_redo_vol1,c3_temp_vol1 
fas4 root netapp1 urgent 
c4_arch_vol1,c4_base_vol1,c4_crtlfile_vol1,c4_data_vol1,c4_data_vol10,c4_da
ta_vol2,c4_data_vol3,c4_data_vol4,c4_data_vol5,c4_data_vol6,c4_data_vol7,c4
_data_vol8,c4_data_vol9,c4_redo_vol1,c4_temp_vol1 

 

snapshot_restore_all_dg.sh 

ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_arch_vol1 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_base_vol1 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_crtlfile_vol1 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol1 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol10 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol2 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol3 
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ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol4 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol5 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol6 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol7 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol8 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol9 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_redo_vol1 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_temp_vol1 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_arch_vol1 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_base_vol1 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_crtlfile_vol1 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol1 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol10 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol2 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol3 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol4 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol5 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol6 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol7 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol8 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol9 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_redo_vol1 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_temp_vol1 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_arch_vol1 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_base_vol1 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_crtlfile_vol1 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol1 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol10 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol2 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol3 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol4 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol5 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol6 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol7 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol8 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol9 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_redo_vol1 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_temp_vol1 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_arch_vol1 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_base_vol1 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_crtlfile_vol1 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol1 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol10 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol2 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol3 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol4 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol5 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol6 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol7 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol8 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol9 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_redo_vol1 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_temp_vol1 

 

snapshot_restore_BASE-DATA_dg.sh 

ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_base_vol1 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol1 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol10 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol2 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol3 
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ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol4 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol5 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol6 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol7 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol8 
ssh fas1 snap restore -s $1 c1_data_vol9 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_base_vol1 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol1 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol10 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol2 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol3 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol4 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol5 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol6 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol7 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol8 
ssh fas2 snap restore -s $1 c2_data_vol9 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_base_vol1 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol1 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol10 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol2 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol3 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol4 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol5 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol6 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol7 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol8 
ssh fas3 snap restore -s $1 c3_data_vol9 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_base_vol1 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol1 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol10 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol2 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol3 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol4 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol5 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol6 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol7 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol8 
ssh fas4 snap restore -s $1 c4_data_vol9 

 

asm_mount_all_dg.sh 

asmcmd mount ARCH 
asmcmd mount BASE 
asmcmd mount CONTROLFILE 
asmcmd mount DATA 
asmcmd mount REDO 
asmcmd mount TEMP 

 

asm_dismount_all_dg.sh 

asmcmd umount ARCH 
asmcmd umount BASE 
asmcmd umount CONTROLFILE 
asmcmd umount DATA 
asmcmd umount REDO 
asmcmd umount TEMP 
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asm_mount_dg_BASE-DATA.sh 

asmcmd mount BASE 
asmcmd mount DATA 

 

asm_dismount_dg_BASE-DATA.sh 

asmcmd umount BASE 
asmcmd umount DATA 

 

oraclebackup-cgsnap.sh 

#!/bin/sh 
 
# Execute script to take CG snapshot during pre mirror operation. 
sync 
sync 
 
if [ "$DP_BACKUP_STATUS" = "DP_BEFORE_SNAPSHOTS" ] 
then /opt/NTAPdfm/scripts/OracleCGSnap/take_cg_snap.ksh 
fi 

 

take_cg_snap.ksh 

#!/bin/ksh 
# Invoke perl script to capture cg snapshot of volumes 
# identified by input file 
 
#################################################################### 
DFMHOME=/opt/NTAPdfm 
DTSTAMP=`date "+%m%d%y%H%M%S"` 
LOGFILE=${DFMHOME}/log/CGsnap_${DTSTAMP}.log 
CGSNAPNAME=CGsnap_${DTSTAMP} 
################################# 
# some functions def. 
# 
TSTAMP= 
function get_tm 
{ 
  TSTAMP=`date "+%m/%d/%y %H:%M:%S"` 
} 
 
get_tm 
echo "-------------------- // --------------------" >> ${LOGFILE} 
echo "${TSTAMP}-> Starting CG Snap ..." >> ${LOGFILE} 
perl ${DFMHOME}/scripts/OracleCGSnap/cg_snap.pl 
${DFMHOME}/scripts/OracleCGSnap/cg_volume_list-SM.txt ${CGSNAPNAME} >> 
${LOGFILE} 2>&1 
 
if [ "$?" -ne "0" ]; then 
  echo "${TSTAMP}-> CG Snap failed !!!" >> ${LOGFILE} 
  exit 1 
fi 
 
get_tm 
echo "${TSTAMP}-> CG Snap end..." >> ${LOGFILE} 
echo "-------------------- // --------------------" >> ${LOGFILE} 
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